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Abstract. This look at objectives to determine: (1) differences in English studying effects among students who are taught the use of online and offline getting to know media, (2) variations in mastering effects for college students who've open and closed interpersonal communication, (3) interactions between using learning media and interpersonal verbal exchange in influencing students' English gaining knowledge of outcomes. The quasi-experimental research method and through the necessities had been used, the research speculation has been tested the usage of 2-way ANOVA at a significance degree of \( \alpha = 0.05 \) formerly executed the normality necessities test with Lilifors and the homogeneity of variance test with the Barlett take a look at and Fisher's check. The consequences of testing the hypothesis had been received: (1) the getting to know consequences of college students who are taught English the use of online studying media are better than offline learning media, that is indicated by means of \( F_{count} = 6.596 \) \( F_{table} = 3.94 \), (2) students who engage in open interpersonal communication exhibit improved learning outcomes compared to those with closed interpersonal communication, as indicated by an \( F_{count} = 11.18 \), surpassing the \( F_{table} \) value of 3.94. Furthermore, there is a significant interaction observed between the use of educational media and interpersonal communication, impacting English learning outcomes, with an \( F_{count} \) of 68.38, exceeding the \( F_{table} \) value of 3.94.
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INTRODUCTION:

As a way of global verbal exchange, English need to be mastered actively each orally and in writing. It is not not possible that the speedy development of technology demands to be more proactive in responding to international data flows as an asset in meeting market desires. As the world's lingua franca, English is not best an educational necessity because its mastery is restricted to elements of language understanding however instead as a medium of world conversation.

In line with the evolving times, the utilization of a curriculum that incorporates computer information technology, particularly the internet, for education in Indonesia is continually expanding. "The shift towards e-learning is imperative to enhance the quality standards of education, as it involves utilizing internet technology for delivering learning across a wide spectrum based on three principles: (1) e-learning functions as a network capable of exchanging, storing, distributing, and sharing teaching materials or information, (2) delivery to end-users through computers using standard internet technology, and (3) prioritizing a broader perspective on learning beyond the traditional learning paradigm. Hence, there is a pressing need to optimize information technology for educational purposes" (Rosenberg, 2001:28).

In step with Arikunto (1993:38) that: “teachers are predicted with a purpose to create awesome getting to know tactics to be able to produce scholar achievement. The primary challenge of a instructor is to assist students in gaining knowledge of. There are 3 features that the teacher can play in mastering,
particularly: (1) as a learning clothier, (2) gaining knowledge of manager, and (3) getting to know evaluator”. As a clothier or lesson planner, a trainer is expected with a purpose to design mastering in order that it could be completed efficiently and successfully, therefore, it is essential for the instructor to possess ample knowledge of learning principles to serve as a foundation for crafting learning activities. This involves selecting appropriate learning media, defining goals, choosing materials, deciding on a method/approach, and evaluating learning activities. As a learning supervisor, an instructor must be able to control the whole manner of mastering activities by using growing dynamic and conducive getting to know situations, in order that instructors are required to constantly display the studying consequences which have been carried out by using college students and usually try and improve them.

Through E-gaining knowledge of Moodle (Modular object orientated Dynamic getting to know surroundings) “which is one of the learning control systems (LMS) it's far was hoping that it may growth the performance of the teaching and mastering system, growth motivation, facilitate active gaining knowledge of, facilitate experimental mastering, be consistent with pupil-focused gaining knowledge of, manual getting to know higher, and mastering at their personal tempo and at a self-adjusted pace will increase knowledge of content material” (MPB ICT, 2010).

Consistent with cybernetic theory, learning is facts processing. In line with this principle, the most vital aspect is the information system from what students will study. Meanwhile, how the mastering manner will take region can be largely determined with the aid of this records machine. Therefore this concept assumes that there is nobody type of getting to know approach that is ideal for all situations. Due to the fact the way of gaining knowledge of is decided by using the data machine. In a more realistic shape, this idea has been developed, among others, through Landa in the shape of an algorithmic and heuristic approach. Algorithmic questioning method is a questioning manner that is systematic, step by step, linear, convergent, directly closer to a certain target goal. In the meantime, the heuristic way of wondering is a divergent way of thinking, main to numerous goals straight away. Expertise a concept that carries more than one meanings and interpretations commonly calls for someone to apply heuristic thinking. (Reigeluth, 1983:163).

Learning is a process regarding modifications in conduct, growing understanding, skills and attitudes which in this situation are bodily, intellectual and emotional because of interactions with the environment. Therefore, if a person who's doing a learning activity and at the cease of the hobby has received a exchange in himself with a brand new experience, then that character may be said to have experienced a gaining knowledge of system. Those adjustments are frequently called gaining knowledge of consequences.

Modifications in conduct because of studying are often called learning effects. Arikunto (2002:132) states that a person's gaining knowledge of outcomes can be within the form of information, talents and attitudes. A person who has found out will revel in a trade in himself inside the form of know-how, competencies and attitudes. Djiwandono (2009: 210) confirms Bloom's opinion, that the cognitive area consists of: information, software, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The skills in the affective area consist of: acceptance, participation/response, appreciation/willpower, mindset/assessment, organizing values and acting. Then abilities inside the psychomotor area, which includes: perception of motion. The word media comes from the word medium which literally method middleman or creation. Many specialists on learning media provide limitations on the notion of media. Consistent with EACT noted via Rohani (1997: 2) "media is any shape that is used for the manner of distributing facts". While the perception of media in step with Djamarah (1995: 136) is "media is any device that can be used as a channel for messages to acquire gaining knowledge of objectives".

According to Dabbagh and Ritland (2005:15), "online learning refers to an open and distributed educational system that utilizes pedagogical tools, made accessible through the internet and network-based technologies, to facilitate meaningful action and interaction in the formation of learning processes and knowledge. Online learning media can be defined as tools equipped with user-operated controllers, allowing users to manage and access necessary resources independently. For instance, users can download materials for English tense lessons. The benefits of employing online learning media include fostering independent and highly interactive learning experiences, enhancing memory retention, providing diverse learning opportunities with the incorporation of text, audio, video, and animation for information delivery, and facilitating easy communication through features like content updating, downloading, email exchanges, discussion forum participation, chat rooms, and video conferencing."

The definition of on-line studying media in this take a look at is the usage of the Moodle E-mastering program which contains English challenge count, to be able to be performed on line. Each pupil might be given the opportunity to be energetic in gaining knowledge of, each to ask questions and to get
admission to and download materials from numerous assets via the internet. College students can also work on present questions and might see the effects of the questions which have been worked on, for each pupil getting questions randomly.

Offline mastering media may be interpreted as media that isn’t geared up with a controller/navigation device that can be utilized by customers (customers). This media runs sequentially (in series). As an instance, media shows are normally not prepared with gear to control what the consumer will do. Shows run sequentially as a immediately line in order that they can be known as linear media and are typically used when the number of audiences is multiple person.

**METHOD**

The approach applied in this study is a quasi-experimental method. This method was selected because the treatment class, which includes learning sessions using both online and offline learning media, consists of pre-structured lessons with a focus on student characteristics in interpersonal communication. The research design employed is a 2×2 factorial design, investigating factors influencing English learning outcomes, specifically the use of online and offline learning media, along with interpersonal communication.

Information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A1B1</th>
<th>A2B1</th>
<th>A1B2</th>
<th>A2B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open (B1)</td>
<td>A1B1</td>
<td>A1B2</td>
<td>A1B1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hypothesis is tested using a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical analysis method. This approach is employed to ensure that the final test results obtained by the research subjects are genuinely attributed to the treatment effects in the research process, with a significance level set at α = 0.05. If the test results indicate interaction, additional tests are warranted. To utilize two-way ANOVA, certain conditions must be met: (1) the data should exhibit a normal distribution, necessitating a normality test such as the Lillifors test, and (2) the data should demonstrate homogeneous population variance, requiring tests for homogeneity of variance using Fisher's and Bartlet's tests.

For the purposes of testing the hypothesis, it is necessary to formulate a statistical hypothesis:

3. Ho : A × B = 0 Ha : A × B ≠ 0

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**
Hypothesis testing was conducted using analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques. The data necessary for the analysis of variance can be observed in Table 1.

The results of the ANOVA calculations as shown in Table 3 are a summary of the 2x2 factorial analysis.

According to the information presented in Table 3, the hypothesis testing will be explained as follows:

First hypothesis: Examining the primary hypothesis, which asserts that the academic performance of students instructed in English using online learning tools is superior to that of students taught through offline learning methods. Second hypothesis: Evaluating the second hypothesis, which posits that students engaging in open interpersonal communication demonstrate better English learning outcomes compared to students involved in closed interpersonal communication.

Third hypothesis: According to the 2x2 factorial ANOVA calculation, the Fcount is 11.18, exceeding the Ftable value of 3.94 for degrees of freedom (df) (1.96) and a significance level of α = 0.05. The comparison reveals that Fcount = 11.18 is greater than Ftable = 3.94. Consequently, the hypothesis testing rejects Ho and accepts Ha. This leads to the conclusion that, empirically, the English learning outcomes of students engaged in open interpersonal communication surpass those of students with closed interpersonal communication. This is further supported by the average English learning outcomes of students with open interpersonal communication (X = 35.01), which are higher than those of students with closed interpersonal communication (X = 31.2). The assessment of the third hypothesis, which suggests an interaction between online-offline learning media and interpersonal communication in enhancing English learning outcomes, is as follows: Ho: A x B = 0 and Ha: A x B ≠ 0.

The hypothesis is as follows:

Ho: There is no significant interaction between online and offline learning media and interpersonal communication in influencing students’ English learning outcomes.

Ha: There is a significant interaction between online and offline learning media and interpersonal communication in influencing students’ English learning outcomes.
communication in shaping students' English learning outcomes.

Based on the 2x2 factorial ANOVA calculation, Fcount = 68.38 while the Ftable value = 3.94 for dk (1.96) and significant level

$\alpha = 0.05$. It turns out that the value of Fcount = 68.38 > Ftable = 3.94, Hypothesis checking out rejects Ho and accepts Ha, so it is able to be concluded that there's an interplay among online-Offline studying media and interpersonal verbal exchange on students' English getting to know outcomes, tested empirically. To see a contrast of the mixture of interactions among online-offline studying media and interpersonal communication on English studying effects, a similarly check changed into accomplished with the Scheffe test. Calculations for the Scheffe check may be visible in Appendix 8. A summary of the calculation results for the Scheffe test can be seen in Table 4.

### Table 4 Summary of Scheffe Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>$F_{test}$</th>
<th>$F_{table}(0.05) = 3.84$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ho: HA &lt; HB</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho: HA &gt; HB</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho: HA = HB</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho: HA &gt; HB</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho: HA = HB</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho: HA &gt; HB</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The six combos as compared showed insignificant effects, this changed into due to the absence of extensive variations between the common consequences of studying English within the cells. From the Scheffe test consequences above, it is able to be concluded:

1. The common English gaining knowledge of outcomes of students who are taught with on line learning media primarily based on open interpersonal verbal exchange is higher than the average English mastering effects of college students who're taught with offline gaining knowledge of media based on closed interpersonal verbal exchange.

2. The common English gaining knowledge of outcomes of college students who're taught with on-line mastering media based on open interpersonal communiqué is better than the common pupil getting to know outcomes using online mastering media based on closed interpersonal communication.

3. The average English getting to know consequences of college students who're taught with online getting to know media primarily based on open interpersonal conversation is higher than the common English getting to know consequences of students who're taught with offline studying media based totally on closed interpersonal verbal exchange.

4. The average English mastering outcomes of college students who are taught with on line learning media based on the average getting to know consequences of students who're taught with on-line learning media based totally on closed interpersonal communication are lower than the common English gaining knowledge of consequences of students who are taught with offline gaining knowledge of media based totally on open interpersonal communiqué.

5. The average English gaining knowledge of results of college students who're taught with offline gaining knowledge of media based on open interpersonal verbal exchange is higher than the average English getting to know outcomes of college students who're taught with offline studying media based on closed interpersonal verbal exchange.

6. The average pupil English studying consequences with online gaining knowledge of media based totally on closed interpersonal verbal exchange is higher than the common scholar English getting to know consequences with offline mastering media based on closed interpersonal verbal exchange.

7. The consequences of the advanced checking out above display that there may be an interaction among interactive learning media and interpersonal verbal exchange on high school college students' English learning consequences.
From the results of research records processing performed, there are variations in English mastering outcomes between students who are taught the usage of online media and students who're taught the use of offline studying media, particularly the common English mastering results of students who're taught using online gaining knowledge of media are higher than with college students who're taught using offline gaining knowledge of media. This could be seen from the outcomes of the common English rating of students who were taught with on-line mastering media, which become 36.3, whilst the consequences of the common English score of college students who had been taught with offline getting to know media were 31.67. From this information it proves that using online gaining knowledge of media is better at increasing college students' expertise in studying English than using offline gaining knowledge of media. This is reasonable, “due to the fact on line gaining knowledge of media is an open and distributed studying gadget the usage of pedagogical equipment (academic gear), which might be made viable through the internet and community-based technologies to facilitate the formation of gaining knowledge of approaches and understanding thru significant movement and interplay” (Dabbagh and Ritland, 2005 :15).

Utilizing online learning tools for English education enables students to engage directly and exercise immediate control over information resources, empowering them to manage and access relevant content. Learning through online media also facilitates unrestricted interaction between instructors and students, fostering a learning environment centered around the subject matter. This approach differs significantly from offline learning media, where students lack direct interaction with information sources, and learning is directed by instructors who present information in a linear or one-way manner. In offline learning media, students receive information exclusively from the teacher and materials within the Moodle E-learning program, which are not accessible or downloadable from the internet. Students can only actively inquire about existing materials. In summary, the information obtained is limited to pre-existing data compared to the use of online learning media. Learning with offline media places the teacher in active control of the educational process, with students adopting a relatively passive role in accepting and following the instructor's guidance. The teacher delivers material in a structured manner, aiming for comprehensive mastery by emphasizing academic skills.

However on the average data of college students' English getting to know consequences who are taught with on line learning media based totally on closed interpersonal communiqué is decrease than the average English getting to know results of students who're taught with offline gaining knowledge of media based totally on open interpersonal conversation, this can occur because there's different factors such as poor learning conditions, assigned teachers who do now not completely recognize the remedy, situations whilst college students are given treatment and so on.

Although in this look at it became normally received information that scholars' English studying results had been higher whilst taught with on line getting to know media than students' English getting to know consequences whilst taught with offline gaining knowledge of media. However, in exercise these learning media have been capable of improve college students' expertise and learning consequences of English. So it could be concluded that the gaining knowledge of consequences of students who are taught English the use of on line studying media are better than the mastering consequences of students who're taught English the use of offline getting to know media.

Based on the findings of this study, it also indicates that students with open interpersonal communication exhibit a better grasp of English lessons compared to their counterparts with closed interpersonal communication. This conclusion is reasonable, given that students who engage in open interpersonal communication typically possess qualities such as openness, empathy, supportiveness, positiveness, and equality, as opposed to students with closed interpersonal communication, who demonstrate the opposite traits (Devito, 2011:285).

The studies findings display that there's an interaction among online-offline getting to know media and interpersonal communiqué on English getting to know results. Students who've open
interpersonal verbal exchange who are taught with on-line getting to know media reap higher English studying consequences than college students who have open interpersonal conversation who are taught the use of offline studying media. Likewise college students who have closed interpersonal communication who are taught the usage of on line getting to know media achieve lower English studying effects as compared to students who are taught the use of offline mastering media, even though in this have a look at there may be no vast distinction. This shows an interplay among the use of online-offline learning media and interpersonal verbal exchange on college students' English mastering effects.

“on-line-offline studying media are getting to know media that require direct interaction with data sources which will growth curiosity, hobby, creativity, learning motivation for college students who've open interpersonal communiqué. On-line studying media is an open and disbursed mastering device using pedagogical equipment (educational tools), which are made possible thru the net and network-based technologies to facilitate the formation of studying procedures and understanding through significant action and interplay” (Dabbagh and Ritland, 2005: 15).

To encourage active learning and self-management, it is essential for students engaging in open interpersonal communication to consistently maintain a positive outlook. This positivity helps them actively seek information related to the practical application of English in everyday life, ultimately enhancing their learning outcomes. Conversely, students with closed interpersonal communication tendencies may experience anxiety and stress if they encounter challenges in lesson comprehension. This is because individuals with closed interpersonal communication characteristics are motivated and interested in learning materials when presented through practical, simple, and easily accessible media or tools. For instance, the use of offline media requires students to connect concepts, forming information aligned with predetermined foundational skills.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Based on the results of the research and discussion stated earlier, in this study it can be concluded that:

1. The use of on line mastering media has a better have an effect on on English studying effects whilst in comparison to the use of offline getting to know media.
2. The English mastering results of students who have open interpersonal communication are higher than the English gaining knowledge of results of college students who have closed interpersonal conversation.
3. An interplay exists between the utilization of educational media and interpersonal communication, affecting the English learning outcomes of students. This is evident from the outcomes of the subsequent examination, which reveals that student groups with open interpersonal communication achieve superior English learning outcomes when instructed through online learning media as opposed to offline learning media. Conversely, student groups with closed interpersonal communication exhibit better learning outcomes when taught using offline learning media rather than online learning media.
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